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A meeting between the Commercial Catering and Allied Workers Union of
South Africa (CCAWUSA), the Hotel and Restaurant Workers Union (HARWU)
and the Retail and Allied Workers Union (RAWU) took place on the 27-28
June with the intention of forming one union in the commercial and
catering sector . This launching congress did not get off the ground
because of many problems . A minority of CCAWUSA delegates (from
Pretoria, Orange-Vaal, Eastern Cape and Natal), representing about 30%
of the union's membership, participated in a meeting with RAWU and
HARWU after the proposed launching congress was closed . They formed a
new union called 'CCAWUSA', and adopted the Freedom Charter as a wor-
king document . CCAWUSA rejected the Freedom Charter at its national
congress last month, instead opting to work out a socialist programme
of action .

We print below a pamphlet issued by the office bearers of the Johan-
nesburg Branch Executive Committee :

a A CCAWUSA CONGRESS was held from June 12th-14th . here a decision was made
that CCAWUSA would go to the launch as one union with one mandate .But
at the launch some delegates undemocratically spoke out against this
mandate .

The credentials committee which was meant to decide on delegation size
before the launch could not give direction . Delegates of the three then
attempted a solution . After a long and heated debate which lasted from
Saturday afternoon to Sunday 3 a .m . no conclusion was reached .

On Sunday the debate resumed but could not conclude . The debate became
very ugly and uncomradely . Insults and physical threats were levelled
against each other . For example an official swore at the majority of
delegates . ( We learn that this same official is now the so-called
new General Secretary .)

It was in this climate together with the factthat it was extremely late,
hours after closure as mentioned on the agenda that the chairalmost f0ur
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The meeting was of course unconstitutional,totally undemocratic without
a mandate and divisive . As such all decisions arc null and void .We cannot
go along with this meeting , its decisions and ~Jo not recognise the
merger and new office bearers . At a time when r : face massive state
repression and attacks by the bosses these moves are reactionary and
cannot be supported by any progressive force.

We remain committed to workerr unity and thebuilding of one union in the
commercial and catering sector without the subversion of democracy and
worker control .

We as workers are calling for a special CCAWUSA CONGRESS to sort out these
problems so that we can build one united union . In this we have the support
of the General Secretary Vivian Mtwa, the National Negotiator Jeremy Daphne,
National Organiser Willie Dichaba, National Educator Grahaa van Wyk and
National Administrator Cheryl Abrahams . "

ma de a rU1 1n t 0 close the meetin This was done at 5 .45 p .m . after
the chair c0nsulted with the office-bearers of CCAWI)SA .

There was no motion against this ruli.n c~ . Delegates left their seats .
After the meeting closed, Sydney mafumadi gave a speech expressing dis-
appointment at the failure of the launch . The majority of CCAWUSA
delegates then left the hall .
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